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ABSTRACT
Ride-sharing is a modern urban-mobility paradigm with tremen-
dous potential in reducing congestion and pollution. Demand-aware
design is a promising avenue for addressing a critical challenge in
ride-sharing systems, namely joint optimization of request-vehicle
assignment and routing for a fleet of vehicles. In this paper, we
develop a probabilistic demand-aware framework to tackle the chal-
lenge. We focus on maximizing the expected number of passenger
pickups, given the probability distributions of future demands. The
key idea of our approach is to assign requests to vehicles in a prob-
abilistic manner. It differentiates our work from existing ones and
allows us to explore a richer design space to tackle the request-
vehicle assignment puzzle with a performance guarantee but still
keeping the final solution practically implementable. The optimiza-
tion problem is non-convex, combinatorial, and NP-hard in nature.
As a key contribution, we explore the problem structure and pro-
pose an elegant approximation of the objective function to develop
a dual-subgradient heuristic. We characterize a condition under
which the heuristic generates a (1 − 1/e) approximation solution.
Our solution is simple and scalable, amendable for practical imple-
mentation. Results of numerical experiments based on real-world
traces in Manhattan show that, as compared to a conventional
demand-oblivious scheme, our demand-aware solution improves
the passenger pickups by up to 46%. The results also show that
joint optimization at the fleet level leads to 19% more pickups than
that by separate optimizations at individual vehicles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic ride-sharing or ride-sharing in short, is a modern para-
digm for urban mobility, where passengers with similar itineraries
and time schedules share riders on short-notice. Popular ride-sharing
services, such as uberPOOL1 and Lyftline2, not only can provide
convenient and cost-effective transportation to individuals, but also
can create significant positive impacts on congestion and pollution.
Take Manhattan as an example. The annual cost of congestion is
more than $20 billion [28], which includes 24 million hours of time
lost to sitting in traffic and an extra 500 million gallons of fuel
burned. With ride-sharing, the authors in [6, 26] show that 98% of
the Manhattan rides currently served by over 13,000 taxis could
be served with just 3,000 vehicles of capacity four, with marginal
increment in the trip delay. The aggregate trip distance, an indicator
of commute time and gasoline consumption, can also be reduced
by more than 30%. Overall, ride-sharing offers a clear opportu-
nity for alleviating congestion, reducing pollution, and improving
transportation efficiency.
A number of societal and economic issues need to be resolved
in order to capitalize the maximum benefit of ride-sharing [4, 15].
On the technical front, the holy-grail problem is how to jointly
optimize the request-vehicle assignments and routing for a fleet of
vehicles (considering future request-vehicle dynamics); see e.g., [7] for
a discussion. It is a multi-slot vehicle pickup-and-delivery problem
with ride-sharing in consideration, which is challenging to solve as
even its single-slot version is already NP-hard [6, 29].
There are mainly three lines of studies in the literature [4, 16].
The first is to devise offline solutions, assuming full knowledge of
future travel requests when making decisions. The offline prob-
lem is known to be NP-hard. The authors in [9] propose a 2.5-
approximation algorithm under a constrained setting. Many studies
consider efficient heuristics and metaheuristics [6, 10, 16, 20, 24,
30, 32]. These offline solutions may serve as performance bench-
marks, but they are usually not practical. The second is to design
demand-oblivious solutions, assuming zero knowledge of future
requests when making decisions; see e.g., [6, 20, 24, 33]. While
demand-oblivious solutions are more amenable for practical imple-
mentation, their performance can be very conservative as they do
not adapt to future demand patterns. The third is to develop demand-
aware solutions, assuming only distributional information on future
travel requests when making decisions. Thanks to the advance in
machine learning and data analytics, statistical knowledge of future
1UberPool. https://www.uber.com/ride/uberpool/
2LyftLine. https://www.lyft.com/line
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travel requests can be efficiently learned by leveraging their regular
hourly/daily/weekly patterns [31]. This approach opens up new
design space for optimizing ride-sharing systems, and the initial
success of developing demand-aware ride-sharing routing solution
[22] is encouraging.
In this paper, we adopt the demand-aware mindset and develop
a joint request-vehicle assignment and routing solution given the
distributional information on future travel requests. A key idea
in our design is to assign requests to vehicles in a probabilistic
manner. This allows us to explore a richer design space to tackle the
request-to-vehicle assignment puzzle with performance guarantee,
but still keeping the final solution practically implementable.3 Our
particular study in this paper focuses on maximizing the expected
number of new (ride-sharing) passengers picked up for a fleet of
vehicles of capacity two, with passenger waiting time limit and
passenger transportation deadline taken into account. The problem
is important for enhancing the quality of service of the ride-sharing
service platform such as uberPOOL and Lyftline. It is also equivalent
to maximizing the revenue of VIA4. Our probabilistic approach is
general and can be applied to optimize other system objectives. Our
main contributions in this paper are as follows.
▷ In Sec. 2, we propose a general probabilistic framework for
demand-aware ride-sharing optimization. The framework allows us
to explore a bigger design space of joint request-vehicle assignment
and routing with request statistics taken into account.
▷ In Sec. 3, applying the probabilistic framework, we formulate
the important problem of joint request-vehicle assignment and
routing for a fleet of vehicles given request statistics, in order to
maximize the expected number of new (ride-sharing) passengers
picked up. The problem is nonlinear and combinatorial, and we
show that it is NP-hard. We then reformulate the problem into a
linear-combinatorial one. We show that solving the reformulated
problem gives an approximation solution to the original problem
with an approximation ratio of 1 − 1/e .
▷ In Sec. 4, the reformulated linear-combinatorial problem is still
challenging, especially for large-scale instances; indeed, it is still
NP-hard. To this end, by leveraging elegant insights from studying
the dual of the re-formulated problem, we design a scalable heuris-
tic solution. We further characterize a condition under which the
heuristic generates an optimal solution to the reformulated prob-
lem, and hence a (1 − 1/e) approximation solution to the original
problem.
▷ In Sec. 5, we carry out numerical experiments based on real-
world travel request traces in Manhattan. The results show that as
compared to a conventional demand-oblivious scheme, our demand-
aware solution improves the total number of passenger pickups
by up to 46%. The results also show that joint optimization at the
fleet level gives 19% more pickups than that obtained by individual
vehicles carrying out optimization separately.
3We remark that our probabilistic approach is different from the randomization mech-
anism commonly used in algorithm design. Specifically, the joint assignment and
routing solution derived by our approach is not a time-shared version of multiple
optimal deterministic solutions for different sample-path realizations of the future
travel requests.
4https://ridewithvia.com/. In VIA, the income of picking up a new passenger is a fixed
amount regardless of the trip distance. The expected total revenue is thus proportional
to the expected number of passengers picked-up.
(a) Transportation network G0 .
(b) Region graph G.
Figure 1: An example of the transportation network and the
corresponding region graph. Each region has a representa-
tive node marked as a red triangle. The constructed region
graph is shown in Fig. 1(b). Each node in the region graph
represents a region. Each edge (u,v) in the region graph rep-
resents a fastest path in the transportation network from
the representative node of region u to that of region v. For
example, the edge in color red in the region graph in Fig. 1(b)
represents the path in color red in the transportation net-
work in Fig. 1(a).
2 PROBLEM SETTINGS
Time is divided into slots of equal length and T is the set of the
slots. We consider the scenario of a fleet of N vehicles of capacity
two serving an urban area. We present the system modeling in this
section and the problem formulation in the next section.
2.1 Transportation Network and Region Graph
We model the urban transportation network as a directed graph
G0 ≜ (V0, E0)with node setV0 and edge set E0, as shown in Fig. 1.
Each edge (u0,v0) ∈ E0 is a road segment from node u0 ∈ V0 to
node v0 ∈ V0, and the travel time of edge (u0,v0) is denoted as
ξu0,v0 (unit: slots). To introduce our travel request model later, we
construct a region graph G ≜ (V, E) with node setV and edge set
E, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In particular, we partition the transportation
network G0 into multiple regions. Each node v ∈ V in the region
graph G represents a region in G0. We assign a representative
node in each region, from which all other nodes in the region can
be reached in a small number of slots, e.g., 5 slots, illustrated as
the black dots in Fig. 1(b)5. We add a directed edge (u,v) in G, as
illustrated in 1(a), if there exists a path from the representative node
of region u to that of regionv in the road graph such that the major
5For a general urban road network, constructing the regions is equivalent to solving a
clustering problem to find a set of clusters. Location points within each cluster are
close to each other. The problem can be solved by using celebrated algorithms like
k-means [25]. For a dense and regular urban road network like Manhattan, one can
simply partition the district into regions of equal area. We adopt this method in the
simulation in Sec. 5.
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fraction of the path is within those two regions6. Let δu,v be the
travel time of the fastest path.
We assume that when a travel request appears in a region, it
only waits for a limited amount of time, e.g.,5 slots. As such, only
the vehicles in the same region can pick up the passenger. This
captures the observation that each passenger is associated with a
waiting-time limit, e.g., 10 minutes for uberPOOL; vehicles outside
the region cannot pick up the passenger on time. Hence, the “size”
of regions can be determined by the waiting-time limit set by the
ride-sharing system. Our road network and region graph models
are similar to those used in the literature; see e.g., [13, 14, 22]. All
our modeling and analysis are based on the region graph G.
2.2 Travel Request
Each travel request consists of the time of request, a pickup region
v ∈ V and a drop-off region u ∈ V , a waiting time limit, and a
trip deadline. We assume that the waiting-time limit for all travel
requests to be the same, e.g., 5 slots, and it is used to properly gauge
the size of regions as described in Sec. 2.1. The trip deadline for a
travel request fromv tou is denoted as ∆maxv,u slots, and we note that
UberPOOL has already provided such “Arrive By” service7. In our
study, we set the ∆maxv,u = α ·δv,u , where α > 1 represents the delay
tolerance factor and δv,u denotes the travel time of the fastest path
from the representative node in region v to that in region u.
Under the demand-aware setting, the time-dependent distribu-
tional information on (future) travel requests are available. Specif-
ically, the probability that at time slot t , there are k passengers
appearing at regionv on G and going to region u is given as ptv,u,k .
Without loss of practical relevance, we assume that there are at
most K > 0 passengers going from v to u at any given time. Ap-
parently,
∑K
k=1 p
t
v,u,k = 1, ∀u ∈ V . We further assume that travel
request arrivals across different nodes and in different time slots
are independent to each other.
2.3 Vehicle State
At a given time t , each of the N vehicles is in one of the three states:
• (i) the vehicle is delivering two passengers on board and will
not pick up any passenger,
• (ii) the vehicle is delivering one passenger on board and can
pick up one more ride-sharing passenger,
• and (iii) the vehicle is empty and roaming towards a pre-
selected hot spot (e.g., regions with good chances of picking
up new passengers), with a self-selected and usually suffi-
ciently large deadline.
Note that an empty vehicle in state (iii) can be regarded as a vehicle
in state (ii) with one “virtual” passenger on board and is looking for
picking up a new passenger along the way to the hot spot. Thus,
from the modeling point of view, there is no difference between
state (ii) and state (iii).
6More specifically, for any two nodes u, v ∈ V , we denote T (u, v) as the mini-
mal travel time from the representative node of region u to that of region v in the
transportation network. Then there is an edge from u to v in the region graph if
T (u, v) ≤ η · (T (u, k ) +T (k, v)) for any region k ∈ G. In our simulation in Sec. 5,
we set η = 0.8.
7uberPOOL Just Got More Punctual. https://newsroom.uber.com/punctual-uberpool/.
We also note that a vehicle may transit between states upon
passenger pickup and delivery. For the empty vehicle in state (iii),
its state will be updated to (ii) once it picks up a new passenger.
Similarly, a vehicle’s status will change from state (ii) to state (iii) if
it picks up a ride-sharing passenger. Furthermore, a vehicle’s state
will change from state (i) or (ii) to state (iii) if the passenger(s) on
board are delivered.
2.4 Request-Vehicle Assignment and Routing
Under the offline setting, the travel requests are assumed to be
known in advanced. The requests are assigned to vehicles in the
same regions by solving a combinatorial puzzle, taking into ac-
count the vehicle states and capacities, the waiting-time limit of
the requests, and the system objective. This step is also called a
trip-vehicle matching in the literature. Given the assignments, in-
dividual vehicles then compute the best pickup-delivery routes to
transport the passengers. It is known that the joint assignment and
routing problem is NP-hard and challenging to solve; see e.g., [9].
Furthermore, such an offline setting can be impractical because the
exact information of future travel requests is usually not available.
Under the demand-aware setting, the distributional information
of travel requests is available. In particular, at time t , with proba-
bility ptv,u,k , there are k travel requests appearing in region v and
going to region u. We expect that such distributional information
is much easier to obtain in practice. The key idea in our demand-
aware design is to assign requests to vehicles in a probabilistic
manner. Specifically, let yti,v,u,k ∈
[
0,ptv,u,k
]
be the probability of
the joint event that (i) k travel requests appear in region v going to
region u at time t and (ii) one of the requests is assigned to vehicle i
(1 ≤ i ≤ N ). We remark that yti,v,u,k ’s are to be designed later, and
they need to satisfy a set of conditions to be practically feasible,
i.e., there exists a practical scheme that can realize the probabilistic
assignment. We will present the feasibility conditions in the next
section. Givenyti,v,u,k ’s, upon k travel requests appearing in region
u and going to regionv at time t , we assign one of the k requests to
vehicle i with probability yti,v,u,k/ptv,u,k . The overall probability
that vehicle i is assigned a travel request going from region v to u
at time t is
∑K
k=1 y
t
i,v,u,k∈ [0, 1]. The probability that vehicle i is
assigned a request in region v at time t (going to any region) is
yti,v ≜ 1 −
∏
u ∈V
(
1 −
K∑
k=1
yti,v,u,k
)
, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ N ,v ∈ V, t ∈ T .
(1)
Given the probabilities of picking up (new or ride-sharing) pas-
sengers in individual regions in every time epoch, individual vehi-
cles compute their own routes to maximize the expected reward or
minimize the expected cost. As it will become clearer in the next
section, the joint probabilistic assignment and routing problem
admits bigger design space for designing efficient algorithms.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate the joint probabilistic request-vehicle
assignment and vehicle routing problem for the fleet of N vehicles.
Without loss of generality, we assume that we start at time t = 0
and all vehicles are in state (ii), which also covers vehicles in state
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(iii) as there is no difference between the two from the modeling
perspective. Our objective is to maximize the expected number of
new or ride-sharing passenger pickups by the fleet from time t = 0
to the first time epoch involving a change in the vehicle states, i.e.,
a passenger arriving at the destination or an empty vehicle picking
up a new passenger. To optimize the overall performance in a time
horizon, e.g., a day, the optimization will be re-carried out at these
state-changing time epochs.
3.1 Ride-Sharing Feasibility
Definition 1. Suppose that vehicle i is transporting a passenger from
region si to region di and passing through region v at time t . We say
that a si → v → {u,di } ride-sharing plan for vehicle i at time t is
feasible if the vehicle can pick up another passenger from v to u at
time t and deliver both passengers before their trip deadlines.
Let Rv,u,di denote the set of two types of routes: (i) going from
v to u and then to di , all by the fastest paths, and (ii) going from
v to di and then to u, all by the fastest paths. Let zti,v,u ∈ {0, 1} be
the indicator variable of whether a si → v → {u,di } ride-sharing
plan for the vehicle i at time t is feasible, i.e., whether the following
problem has a feasible solution:
max 1
s.t. γv,u (r ) ≤ ∆maxv,u , (2)
γsi ,v + γv,di (r ) ≤ ∆maxsi ,di , (3)
var. r ∈ Rv,u,di ,
where∆maxv,u and∆maxsi ,di are trip deadlines,γsi ,v is the amount of time
the vehicle i already spent in traveling from si tov , and γv,u (r ) and
γv,di (r ) are the travel times from regionv to region u and region di
along one of the two routes r in Rv,u,di , respectively. The problem
involves finding two fastest paths and some simple calculus and it
is easy to solve. For each vehicle i , we need to solve the problem for
every (si ,di ) pair, every (v,u) pair, and every γsi ,v ∈
[
0,∆maxsi ,di
]
.
The total complexity is polynomial in the size of the region graph
and the maximum trip deadline. We note that these problems can
be solved beforehand and the feasibility indicators zti,v,u and the
corresponding feasible paths can be stored for lookup.
3.2 Feasibility of Request-Vehicle Assignments
Recall that ptv,u,k is the probability of k travel requests appearing
at time t in region v and going to region u. Variable yti,v,u,k is the
probability of the joint event that (i) k travel requests appear in
region u going to region v at time t and (ii) one of the requests is
assigned to vehicle i (1 ≤ i ≤ N ). For all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , define
yi ≜
[
yti,v,u,k , ∀t ∈ T ,v,u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
]
.
The following proposition characterizes the feasible region of yi’s.
Proposition 2. The request-vehicle assignment probability
vectors [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] are feasible if and only if they satisfy
that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ K , t ∈ T , and v,u ∈ V ,
yti,v,u,k ≤ ptv,u,k , (4)
0 ≤ yti,v,u,k ≤ zti,v,u, (5)
N∑
i=1
yti,v,u,k ≤ k · ptv,u,k . (6)
LetY be the set of all feasible request-vehicle assignment vectors.
The inequalities in (4) state that the assignment probability yti,v,u,k
should not be larger than ptv,u,k , the probability that the k requests
appear. The inequalities in (5) state that the assignment probabil-
ity can be positive only if the assignment is feasible (see Defini-
tion 1). The inequalities in (6) can be understood as follows. First,
yti,v,u,k/P tv,u,k is simply the conditional probability that given k
requests appearing in region v at time t and going to region u, one
request is assigned to vehicle i . The inequalities in (6) say that the
conditional expected total number of requests assigned to the fleet
of N vehicles should be bounded by k .
Proposition 2 lays down an important foundation for our proba-
bilistic demand-award approach. First, it characterizes the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a request-vehicle assignment proba-
bility vector. Second, it says that there exists a scheme that can
realize the probabilistic request-vehicle assignment, such that the
conditional probability of vehicle i being assigned a passenger out
of k appearing requests from v to u at time t is exactly the desired
conditional probabilityyti,v,u,k/ptv,u,k . Specifically, we present one
such scheme as follows, which is very similar to the ones in [11, 19]
for network caching system designs. The scheme is also applied for
assigning requests to vehicles later in our simulations.
A probabilistic request-vehicle assignment scheme. Given
k appearing requests from v to u at time t and [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ]
satisfying the conditions in (4)-(6), we define
qi = min
{
yti,v,u,k/ptv,u,k , zti,v,u
}
.
Let a0 = 0 and ai = (ai−1 + qi ) − 1ai−1+qi>1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . We
associate each vehicle i with an interval Si ⊂ [0, 1] as follows:
Si =

[ai ,ai−1), ai > ai−1;
∅, ai = ai−1 and qi = 0;
[0, 1], ai = ai−1 and qi = 1;
[ai−1, 1] ∪ [0,ai ), ai < ai−1.
It’s straightforward to check that the length of interval Si is qi .
Then, we generate a number η in [0, 1] uniformly at random. We
assign one of the k requests to vehicle i if η ∈ Si . Since |Si | = qi ,
the probability that vehicle i is assigned a request is exactly qi . Also
for any value of η, at most k vehicles are assigned requests. An
illustrating example is shown in Fig. 2.
3.3 Problem Formulation
Suppose vehicle i transports passenger following the path
ri =
(
si ,vi,1,vi,2, · · · · · · ,vi,ni ,di
) ∈ Ri ,
where Ri is the set of all the routes from si to di with travel time
smaller than ∆maxsi ,di and ni is the number of intermediate regions in
route ri . Given the probabilities of getting request assignment, i.e.,
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𝑆1
𝑆2
𝑆3
𝑆3
𝑆4
𝑆5
1 2 3
0.44
0.72
0.28
1
𝜂
N=5, k=3
𝑞𝑖: 𝑞1 = 0.44, 𝑞2 = 0.28,
𝑞3 = 0.56, 𝑞4 = 0.72, 𝑞5 = 1
𝑎𝑖: 𝑎1 = 0.44, 𝑎2 = 0.72,
𝑎3 = 0.28, 𝑎4 = 1, 𝑎5 = 1
𝑆𝑖: as shown in the left.
Figure 2: In this particular instance where 3 requests appear
in a region of 5 vehicles, the 3 requests are assigned to vehi-
cle 2, 4, and 5.
yi, the expected number of passengers that vehicle i will pick up
(and starts a feasible ride-sharing trip) is given by
fi (yi, ri ) ≜1 −
ni∏
j=1
(
1 − yti, ji,vi, j
)
=1 −
ni∏
j=1
∏
u ∈V
(
1 −
K∑
k=1
y
ti, j
i,vi, j ,u,k
)
, (7)
where
(
1 − yti, ji,vi, j
)
is the probability that the vehicle i will not pick
up a passenger when passing region vi, j at time ti, j and hence
fi (yi, ri ) is the probability that vehicle i will pick up a passenger
along the route ri . Since all vehicles have already picked up a
passenger when taking their routes ri , each vehicle has only one
seat and can at most pick up one more passenger. As such, fi (yi, ri )
is also the expected number of passengers that vehicle i will pick
up along the route ri . We note that fi (yi, ri ) is non-convex in yi
and it involves combinatorial routing decisions ri ’s.
We formulate the joint (probabilistic) request-vehicle assignment
and vehicle routing problem as follows:
MP : max
N∑
i=1
fi (yi, ri ) (8)
var. [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈ Y, ri ∈ Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
where Y is the feasible set of yi ’s defined in Proposition 2. The
following proposition shows that ProblemMP is NP-hard.
Proposition 3. The problem MP is NP-hard as it covers the
NP-hard single-vehicle demand-aware routing problem in [22]
as a special case.
4 A DUAL-SUBGRADIENT ALGORITHM
In this section, we first introduce a time-expanded graph and then
study a linear-combinatorial problem, by leveraging on an approxi-
mation for fi (yi, ri ) and an elegant reformulation. We will then ex-
plore the insights from studying the dual of the linear-combinatorial
problem to derive a dual-subgradient algorithm for the original
problemMP.
4.1 Reformulation over a Time-Expanded
Graph
To facilitate the discussions and problem re-formulation for algo-
rithm design, we first construct a time-expanded graph as follows.
Definition 4. Given τ = max1≤i≤N {∆maxsi ,di } and the regional graph
G = (V, E), the time-expanded graph G[τ ] =
(
V[τ ], E[τ ]
)
contains
• (1 + τ ) × |V| nodes, labeled as vt where v ∈ V and t ∈ [0,τ ].
• N virtual destination nodes, labeled as d−ii , when 1 ≤ i ≤ N
and di is the destination of the current rider at vehicle i .
The edge set E[τ ] is constructed as follows:
• For each edge e = (u,v) ∈ E with travel delay δu,v , for each
t ∈ [1,τ − δu,v ], create an edge et ∈ E[τ ] from ut to vt+δu,v .
Note that there is no travel delay associated with et
• for each vehicle i , for each t ∈ [1 : ∆maxsi ,di ], create an edge from
dti to d
−i
i .
For any node vt ∈ V[τ ], it is associated with the probabilities[
ptv,u,k ,∀u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ K
]
. For ease of expression, in the follow-
ing ,we use v¯ to represent the nodes in V[τ ]; note that each v¯ is
one-to-one map to a vt is associated with the time t implicitly. Sim-
ilarly, we use yi,v¯,u,k to represent yti,v,u,k and yi,v¯ to represent
yti,v . We also use ri and fi (·, ·) to represent the route of vehicle i and
its probability of picking up along route ri , over the time-expanded
graph.
Let R[τ ]i be the set of all the routes from s0i to d−ii on the time
expanded graph, we reformulate the problem MP over the time-
expanded graph as follows:
MP-T : max
N∑
i=1
fi (yi, ri ) (9)
var. [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈ Y, ri ∈ R[τ ]i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,
By introducing the time-expanded graph, we omit the delay con-
straint on each route ri as R[τ ]i is all the simple path (i.e., involving
no loop) from s0 to d−ii in the time-expanded graph. However, we
note that the network size of the time-expanded graph become τ
times of the original graph. In the case that all the probabilities are
time-invariant, this actually leads to exponential increment of the
input size as it is polynomial in τ which is exponential in the bit
length of the input τ . Consequently, any polynomial time algorithm
on the time-expanded graph becomes a pseudo-polynomial time
algorithm to the original problemMP.
4.2 A (1 − 1/e) Approximation
We first note that fi (yi , ri ) in (9) can be upper-bounded and lower-
bounded by two simple concave functions.
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Proposition 5. Define a concave function
дi (yi, ri ) ≜ min ©­«1,
ni∑
j=1
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
yi,v¯i, j ,u,k
ª®¬ .
Then
(1 − 1/e)дi (yi, ri ) ≤ fi (yi , ri ) ≤ дi (yi, ri ) .
The upper bound is obtained by the standard union-bound argu-
ment and the lower bound is according to [17].
With the above understanding, we formulate a problemMP-A
as follows:
MP-A : max
N∑
i=1
дi (yi, ri ) (10)
var. [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈ Y, ri ∈ R[τ ]i , 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
It has the same feasible region asMP-T but the objective function
is replaced by a concave one. The following theorem says that
interestingly, solving MP-A gives an approximation solution to
MP-T.
Theorem 6. Let
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be an optimal solution
toMP-T, and let (y¯i , r¯i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be that ofMP-A. Then
(1 − 1/e)
N∑
i=1
fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
) ≤ N∑
i=1
fi (y¯i , r¯i ) ≤
N∑
i=1
fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
.
Proof. By the definition of
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
, we have
∑N
i=1 fi (y¯i , r¯i ) ≤∑N
i=1 fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
. We also have
(1 − 1/e)
N∑
i=1
fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
) ≤ (1 − 1/e) N∑
i=1
дi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
≤ (1 − 1/e)
N∑
i=1
дi (y¯i , r¯i )
≤
N∑
i=1
fi (y¯i , r¯i ) ,
where the first and third steps utilize Proposition 5, and the second
step uses the definition of (y¯i , r¯i ). □
An important insight from Theorem 6 is that the optimal solution
of MP-A is a (1 − 1/e) approximation solution of MP-T.
4.3 A Linear-Combinatorial Reformulation
We present an equivalent formulation of MP-A to facilitate the
algorithm design discussion later. To proceed, we first introduce
a set of routing variables xi = [xi,v¯ ]v¯ ∈V[τ ] to indicate whether
vehicle i pass node v¯ on the time-expanded regional graph R[τ ]i :
xi,v¯ =
{
1, if the route ri passes through v¯ ;
0, otherwise.
(11)
DefineXi as the set of all valid xi that corresponds to a ri ∈ R[τ ]i . It
should be clear that the time-expanded graph is acyclic and directed,
and any valid xi ∈ Xi maps to a valid ri ∈ R[τ ]i and vice verse.
Next, we observe that for [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈ Y, we can replace
Y by Y¯, which is the set of [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] that satisfies
N∑
i=1
xi,v¯ · yi,v¯,u,k ≤ k · pv¯,u,k , ,∀v¯,u,k (12)
0 ≤ yi,v¯,u,k ≤ pv¯,u,k · zi, v¯,u,∀i, v¯,u,k (13)
where zi, v¯,u is defined in Sec. 3.1 and (13) is equivalent to (5) and
(4). As compared to (6), we only count the probability allocation to
vehicles that pass node v¯ in (12). Although Y¯ is larger than Y¯, we
can easily see that any feasible solution in Y¯ can map to a feasible
solution in Y. Hence, we replace the constraints [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈
Y by [yi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ] ∈ Y¯.
Finally, we replace (13) with 0 ≤ xi,v¯ · yi,v¯,u,k ≤ xi,v¯ · pv¯,u,k ·
zi, v¯,u , introduce new variables y′i,v¯,u,k = xi .v¯ · yi,v¯,u,k , and refor-
mulate the problemMP-A as follows:
MP-AN : max
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
( ∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k
)
(14)
s .t .
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
( ∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k
)
≤ 1,∀1 ≤ i ≤ N , (15)
N∑
i=1
y′i,v¯,u,k ≤ k · pv¯,u,k ,∀v¯,u,k, (16)
0 ≤ y′i,v¯,u,k ≤ xi,v¯ · pv¯,u,k · zi, v¯,u, (17)
var. y′i,v¯,u,k ∈ [0, 1], xi ∈ Xi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V .
ProblemMP-AN is a linear-combinatorial one. The following corol-
lary says that solvingMP-AN also gives an (1−1/e) approximation
solution toMP-T.
Corollary 7. Let
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be an optimal solution
toMP-T, and let (y¯i , x¯i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N , be that ofMP-AN. Then
(1 − 1/e)
N∑
i=1
fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
) ≤ N∑
i=1
fi (y¯i , r¯i ) ≤
N∑
i=1
fi
(
y∗i , r
∗
i
)
,
where r¯i is the route for vehicle i corresponding to x¯i .
Remark: For problemMP-AN, one may think that we can use
flow balance equations with unit flow from s0i to d
−i
i on G
[τ ] and
require the flow to take integer value to represent xi ∈ Xi ; re-
lax the binary variables to [0, 1] and solve it as an LP. However,
such relaxation in general incurs optimality loss, as we construct a
counterexample with a positive integrity gap in Appendix 7.1.
4.4 Dual Sub-Gradient Decent Algorithm
We now present our dual sub-gradient algorithm for solving prob-
lemMP-AN. Relaxing the the right-hand-side constrains in (17) by
introducing Lagrangian dual variables
λ ≜ [λi,v¯,u,k ]1≤i≤N ,v¯ ∈V[τ ],u ∈V,1≤k≤K ≥ 0,
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we obtain the following Lagrangian function,
L (x, y, λ) =
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
(
1 − λi,v¯,u,k
)
y′i,v¯,u,k
+
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
xi,v¯
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
(λi,v¯,u,k × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u).
The dual function is then
D(λ) = max L(x ,y, λ)
s .t . (15), (16)
var. y′i,v¯,u,k ∈ [0, 1], xi ∈ Xi ,
1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V .
As the variables x and y are decoupled in D(λ), we can decompose
D(λ) into two optimization problems as follows:
D1 : max
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k
(
1 − λi,v¯,u,k
)
y′i,v¯,u,k
s .t . (15), (16)
var. y′i,v¯,u,k ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V,
and
D2 : max
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
xi,v¯
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k
(λi,v¯,u,k × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u)
var. xi ∈ Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
Note that the problem D1 is simply an LP and can be solved with
a complexity polynomial in the size of the regional network and
maximum travel time deadline τ . The problem D2 is a longest path
problem on an acyclic time-expanded regional graph, and it can
be solved with a complexity polynomial in the size of the regional
network and maximum travel time deadline τ [21].
To this end, we arrive at an iterative dual-subgradient algorithm
as follows: in each iteration,
• given a set of λi,v¯,u,k , we solve the problems D1 and D2
with a complexity polynomial in the size of the regional
network and maximum travel time deadline τ ;
• we update the dual variables using a sub-gradient update:
for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , v¯ ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,
λi,v¯,u,k ← λi,v¯,u,k + ϕ(λ)
(
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯ × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u
)
,
where ϕ(λ) is a diminishing step size suggested for subgra-
dient algorithms [8]. The basic idea is choosing large initial
stepsize and gradually decreasing the stepsize as the gap
between the dual value and current recovered primal value
gets smaller. And when we detect that the gap is smaller
than a predefined threshold, we decrease the stepsize much
faster. We leave the details to Appendix To be add.
The dual-subgradient algorithm is known to converge at a rate of
O( 1√
K
), where K is the number of iteration. In our implementation,
We terminate the iterations when either gap between the dual
value and current recovered primal value gets smaller than a preset
threshold or the number of iteration exceeds a preset limit.
Upon convergence, the dual-subgradient algorithm is known to
generate an optimal dual solution. However, it is not guaranteed to
generate an optimal solution for the primal problem, since there
could be duality gap for the linear-combinatorial problem studied in
this section. In the following, we establish a condition under which
our dual-subgradient algorithm also gives an optimal solution to
the primal problem.
Theorem 8. If upon termination of the dual-subgradient al-
gorithm, the dual variables λ satisfy that
[y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯ ×pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u]+λi,v¯,u,k = 0,∀i, v¯,u,k, (18)
where function [f ]+д is defined as
[f ]+д =
{
f , if д > 0;
max(f , 0), otherwise.
Then each x∗ and y∗, specifying routes for vehicles and request-
vehicle assignments, is an optimal solution toMP-AN and hence
a (1 − 1/e) approximation solution toMP-T.
The results are proved in Appendix 7.3 by utilizing an argument
based on complementary slackness.
Remarks. We discuss how the dual-subgradient algorithm is
implemented as follows. After attaining the solution xi andy′i,v¯,u,k ,
∀1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ k ≤ K ,v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V . For vehicle i , it travels
along the route ri to its destination. When vehicle i passes by re-
gion vi, j in the corresponding slot ti, j , given the actual requests
informationu and k , we assign the request to the vehicles according
to the request-vehicle assignment scheme in Sec. 3.2. If vehicle i is
assigned a request, then it follows a feasible ride-sharing plan by
solving the feasibility problem in Sec. 3.1 to deliver both passen-
gers (and such plan exists since the vehicle is assigned a request);
otherwise, it goes to next region along the route ri .
5 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our solution of
joint request-vehicle assignment and vehicle routing for a fleet
of vehicles, through extensive simulation using real-world traces.
Our purposes are to evaluate the benefit of (i) demand-aware ride-
sharing at the fleet level as compared to the demand-oblivious
baseline and (ii) our new joint fleet-level optimization as compared
to the previous separate optimization at individual vehicles. We use
the number of fulfilled requests, terms as empirical pickups, as the
performance metrics.
5.1 Evaluation Setup
5.1.1 Dataset and Region Graph. We use the taxi-trip dataset of
Manhattan, New York City [1]. We extract around 60 million taxi-
trip records in 6 months from the dataset (2016-01-01 to 2016-06-30),
each including pickup time, pickup location, drop-off time, and
drop-off location.
We obtain the Manhattan map from the OpenStreetMap [2]. We
then use python package NetworkX [18] and OSMnx [12] to build
a road network G0. Then we divide the whole area of 59.5km2 into
147 rectangular regions, each of length 700 meters and width 600
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(a) P
(∑
d∈V Φs,t,d ≥ 1
)
. (b) P
(∑
d∈V Φs,t,d ≥ 10
)
. (c) P
(∑
d∈V Φs,t,d ≥ 20
)
. (d) P
(∑
d∈V Φs,t,d ≥ 30
)
.
Figure 3: Probability heatmaps calculated by using (19) for the time slot t = 216, corresponding to the time window
[18 : 00, 18 : 05] of the day. As seen, the distributions are highly heterogeneous across regions and many regions have lim-
ited demands. As such, it is important to perform a demand-aware, instead of demand-oblivious, design and to jointly assign
requests to vehicles, in order to achieve proper demand-supply balancing and avoid passenger pickup conflict.
meters. We then construct the region-based graph G according to
the procedure described in Sec. 2.1.
We compute the distance du,v (km) for edge (u,v) in the road
network G0. We assume that the taxis travel at the speed of 15km/h,
according to a mobility report from NYC Department of Transporta-
tion [3]. The travel time of edge (u,v) is estimated as
ξu,v =
⌈
60 · du,v
15
⌉
(minutes).
5.1.2 Empirical distribution of travel requests. We use the trip data
to obtain the empirical distribution of the travel requests. We first
set the time slot length to be 5 minutes and divide the 24 hours in a
day into 288 slots. The number of requests from node s to node d
at time slot t ∈ [1, 288] in a day is modeled by a random variable
Φs,t,d . We use the taxi-trip data in the 6-month period, 182 days in
total, to compute the empirical distribution as follows: for all s , d
in G and t ∈ [1, 288],
P
(
Φs,t,d = k
)
=
1
182 (# days with k s − d requests in t) . (19)
We then plot the demand heat map to visualize the request distri-
bution, i.e., P
(∑
d ∈V Φs,t,d ≥ k
)
, in Fig. 3.
5.1.3 Simulation Environment. We use a server cluster with 34 i7-
3770/3.40GHz CPUs and 7 E5-2623/v3/3.00GHz CPUs for simulation.
Each machine has on average a memory size of 17GB and has
installed Red Hat as its operating system. The computing resource
allows us to carry out real-world trace driven simulations for several
hundreds of vehicles in the demand-crowded lower Manhattan
area, consisting of ten 1.25 km x 1.25 km regions. We use python to
implement all the comparing algorithms. We use python package
Matplotlib to generate our figures.
5.1.4 Simulation Instance. We use
(
®s, ®d, ts
)
to denote a problem
instance, where ®s is the vector of sources of the N vehicles in the
fleet, ®d is the vector of destinations of the vehicles, and ts is the
pickup time of the first passenger. In our simulation, we choose
the first pickup time slot ts = ti := i × 605 , where i = 0, . . . , 23, in
the i−th hour of one day. For every ts = ti , we sample 10 source
and destination pairs with shortest path longer than 3 from the
real world pickup traces in the particular hour ti in each of the 100
days that we run simulations upon. Once we have all the 10 source
destination pairs and the corresponding first-passenger pickup time
ts , we put them together to form one instance (®s, ®d, ts ). We generate
in total more than 24 × 10 = 240 instances for simulation.
5.1.5 Schemes for Comparison and Performance Metric. For each
instance, we implement the following three algorithms and compare
their performance:
• Joint routing: our demand-aware joint request-vehicle as-
signment and vehicle routing algorithm proposed in Sec. 4.
• Independent routing: our previous demand-aware routing al-
gorithm for single vehicle only [22] and an intuitive uniform
request-vehicle assignment scheme for assigning multiple
appearing requests to multiple vehicles in the same region.
• Fastest routing: a demand-oblivious fastest routing algorithm
and a uniform request-vehicle assignment scheme.
Note that here the uniform request-vehicle assignment scheme
means that if there are more than one vehicle that can pick up a
request in a region, we assign the request to any of the vehicles
uniformly at random.
We evaluate an important performance metric empirical pickup,
namely the average total pickups of all the vehicles over 100 days.
Intuitively, the empirical pickup represents the empirical service
throughput of the fleet in a region with certain demand distribution.
Note that for each instance (®s, ®d, ts ), we evaluate the performance
of a scheme by its average pickup across 100 days.
5.2 Benefits of Demand-Aware Optimization
We evaluate the number of empirical pickups in different hours of a
day of the three algorithms described in Sec. 5.1.5. In this evaluation,
we set the number of vehicles to be N=50 and the delay tolerance
factor to be α = 1.3 as defined in Sec. 2.2 (used in our joint routing
scheme and the independent routing scheme).
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We recall that a request can be picked up by the fleet of N vehicles
if and only if there is at least one vehicle that (i) is in the same 5-
min region as the request and (ii) is assigned by the request-vehicle
assignment module to pick up the request. If a request appears in a
region and is not assigned to a vehicle, then the request cannot be
fulfilled due to the maximum waiting time constraints.
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Figure 4: The empirical pickups under the setting of delay
factor α = 1.3 and fleet size N = 50.
The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 4. As seen, our proposed
joint request-vehicle assignment and routing algorithm fulfills sig-
nificantly more requests than the independent routing algorithm
and the fastest path routing algorithm throughout the day, espe-
cially during the peak hours at noon and evening (in Manhattan).
In particular, the daily-average improvement of our demand-aware
solution as compared to the demand-oblivious fastest path routing
is 46%. This shows that exploiting demand statistics can signifi-
cantly improve the service throughput of the fleet. Furthermore,
the daily-average improvement of our joint assignment and rout-
ing solution as compared to the independent routing solution is
19%. This implies that joint optimization at the fleet-level can bring
significant service throughput improvement as compared to the
selfish optimization at the level of individual vehicles.
5.3 Impacts of the Fleet Size
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Figure 5: Empirical pickups for α = 1.3 and the time slot
ts = 204, corresponding to the time window [17 : 00, 17 : 05]
of the day.
We fix the delay tolerance factor to be α = 1.3 and the time slot to
be ts = 204, corresponding to the time window [17 : 00, 17 : 05] of
the day (when the request statistics is representative). We evaluate
how the performance of the three schemes vary as a function of
the fleet size N . The results are reported in Fig. 5.
Ideally, for the demand-rich Manhattan area, one would expect
the number of pickups should increase as the fleet size N increases.
This is indeed the case for all the three algorithms when N is less
than 150, as seen from Fig. 5.
Meanwhile, as the fleet size increases beyond 150 in our simula-
tion, the number of pickups of the independent routing and fastest
path routing saturate. In comparison, that of our joint routing solu-
tion still observes improvement. These two observations highlight
two important insights. First, the saturation in service throughput
improvements seen by the independent routing and the fastest path
routing are not due to insufficient requests in the region. Rather, it
is because neither of them considers load-balancing across regions,
which leads to inefficient routing decisions that result in excessive
request-vehicle assignment conflicts in some regions while insuf-
ficient vehicles for serving requests in other regions. In contrast,
our joint assignment and routing solution properly load-balances
the fleets (with request-fulfillment deadlines taken into considera-
tion) across regions, allowing the service throughput of the fleet to
increase as the fleet size increases.
Second, the results suggest that it is more important to perform
intelligent fleet-level optimization for large fleets. This is also intu-
itive. When the fleet size is small, the limiting factor of the service
throughput is the (small) number of vehicles. In contrast, when the
fleet size is large, the limiting factor is no longer the number of
vehicles, but the routing and assignment efficiency. This explains
the particularly superior performance of our joint assignment and
routing solution when the fleet size is large. Of course, when the
fleet size further increases, one would expect that the limiting fac-
tor would change again to be the demand richness in the area,
approaching the “service capacity” achievable by any fleets with
optimal routing and assignment efficiency.
Overall, this set of results suggest that it is important to perform
fleet-level joint optimization to fully release the potential of demand-
aware ride-sharing, in particular for large fleets.
5.4 Impacts of the Delay Tolerance Factor
To study the impacts of delay tolerance factor α , we fix ts = 204,
corresponding to the time window [17 : 00, 17 : 05] of the day. We
plot the empirical pickups as a function of the delay factor in Fig. 6.
Again, our proposed joint assignment and routing algorithm outper-
forms the other two significantly. We observe that when the delay
factor α increases, the empirical pickups also increase, which is intu-
itive as the ride-sharing optimization space increases as α increases.
We also observe that the pickups of the demand-oblivious fastest
path routing algorithm increases slower than the demand-aware
solutions.
Furthermore, we observe that the performance gap between our
proposed joint assignment and routing algorithm and the indepen-
dent routing algorithm increase as the delay factor increases. An
intuitive explanation is that as the delay factor increases, the ride-
sharing optimization spaces for individual vehicles increase. Thus it
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Figure 6: Empirical pickups for N = 100 and the time slot
ts = 204, corresponding to the time window [17 : 00, 17 : 05]
of the day.
becomes more likely that different vehicles decide to route through
the same demand-rich regions, causing more pickup conflicts and
serious service imbalance across regions. On the contrary, our joint
assignment and routing approach properly load-balances across
the regions and thus maximizes the empirical pickups.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
As the first step to explore the demand-aware design, this pa-
per focuses on the snapshot version of the ride-sharing problem.
While the problem is already NP-hard, we derive a practical pseudo
polynomial-time algorithm that achieves an approximation ratio of
(1 − 1/e) under the conditions presented in Theorem 8.
We make the following remarks. First, in our joint routing and
request-vehicle assignment optimization at the present time, i.e., t =
0, the statistical future demand information at t = 1, 2... is already
taken into account. Thus our approach is a demand-aware one for
the snapshot version of the ride-sharing problem. Second, upon
change in vehicle status, e.g., a user is delivered to the destination
or an empty car picks up a new user, the system can re-optimize the
routing decisions and request-vehicle assignments, so as to optimize
the long-term ride-sharing performance in a greedy fashion. The
overall solution can serve as a baseline for other demand-aware
studies, e.g., the conceivable ones by extending the approach in [13]
and [27] to the multi-rider setting and the recent one in [5]. We
leave the performance analysis of the overall greedy solution, as
well as developing solutions with optimized long-term performance,
as interesting and important future directions.
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7 APPENDIX
7.1 A Counterexample on Integrity Gap
  
1
  
  
  
2
3
1 →   : 0.1
2 →   : 1
3 →   : 0.3
0
Figure 7: An example with positive integrity gap.
We provide an example where the integrity gap of problemMP-
N2 is positive in Fig. 7. On the transportation network, the travel
time of each edge is one slot. We assume the delay factor α = 1.
The future request statistics is as follows:
• 1 → d1: at node 1, slot 1, there is 1 request to d1 with proba-
bility 0.1;
• 2 → d2: at node 2, slot 1, there is 1 request to d2 with proba-
bility 1;
• 3 → d2: at node 3, at slot 2, there is 1 request to d2 with
probability 0.3.
Suppose there are two vehicles. Vehicle 1 picks up a passenger
from node s1 to d2. Vehicle 2 picks up a passenger from node s2
to d2. Then an optimal integer solution is that vehicle 1 travels
along s1 → 2 → d1 and is allocated a probability of 0.3 to pick up
a request 2 → d2, while vehicle 2 travels along s2 → 2 → 3 → d2
and is allocated a probability of 0.7 to pick up a request 2 → d2 and
a probability of 0.3 to pick up request 3 → d2. The optimal value is
then 1.3.
However, we can construct a fractional solution with larger
objective value. Vehicle 2 remains the same, but vehicle 1 travels
along s1 → 2 → d1 with a flow portion of 0.3 (i.e., x1,2 = 0.3)
and along s1 → 1 → d1 with a flow portion of 0.7 (i.e x1,1 = 0.7)
and is allocated a probability of 0.3 to pick up a request 2 → d2,
a probability of 0.07 to pick up a request 1 → d1 (satisfying (17)).
The objective value is 1.37 then which is large than the value 1.3
obtained by the optimal integer solution.
7.2 Prove of Theorem ??.
Proof. We prove it by showing that MP-AN is equivalent to
MP-A. Then following Theorem 6, we easily conclude it. We claim
that each feasible solution of MP-A can be mapped to a feasible
solution of MP-AN with the same objective value and vice verse.
First, suppose there is a feasible solution ≜ (yi ), ri ) of MP-
A, we then construct a solution ≜ (y¯i , x¯i ) of MP-AN in the fol-
lowing way and show the two solutions share the same objec-
tive values. Given ri , x¯i is constructed according to (11). Define
y˜i =
[
y˜i,v¯,u,k , ∀v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ N
]
, where
y˜i,v¯,u,k = x¯i,v¯ × yi,v¯,u,k ,
and,
hi (yi, ri ) ≜ max ©­«1,
ni∑
j=1
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
yi,v¯i, j ,u,k
ª®¬ .
Then set y¯i =
[
y¯i,v¯,u,k , ∀v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ N
]
, where
y¯i,v¯,u,k =
y˜i,v¯,u,k
hi (yi, ri ) .
We can easily check constraints (15), (16) and (17) to ensure the
feasibility of (y¯i , x¯i ). The result that the objective values are the
same follows the fact that
дi (yi, ri ) = min ©­«1,
ni∑
j=1
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
yi,v¯i, j ,u,k
ª®¬
=
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
∑K
k=1 x¯i,v¯yi,v¯,u,k
hi (yi, ri )
Second, suppose there is a feasible solution ≜ (y¯i , xi ) of MP-
AN, we then construct a solution ≜ (yi ), ri ) of MP-A in the fol-
lowing way and show the two solutions share the same objective
values. ri is the route in the region graph corresponding to xi ).
Note that as the time-expanded graph is acyclic and directed, xi
determines a unique route. We then construct yi in the as follow.
yi =
[
yi,v¯,u,k , ∀v ∈ V[τ ],u ∈ V, 1 ≤ k ≤ N
]
, where
yi,v¯,u,k = x¯i,v¯ × y¯i,v¯,u,k .
Also, we can easily check that (yi ), ri ) satisfies the constraints in
MP-A and thus it is feasible. We show that they have the same
objective value by
дi (yi, ri ) = min ©­«1,
ni∑
j=1
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
yi,v¯i, j ,u,k
ª®¬
= min ©­«1,
ni∑
j=1
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
x¯i,v¯i, j × y¯i,v¯i, j ,u,k
ª®¬
= min ©­«1,
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
x¯i,v¯ × y¯i,v¯,u,k ª®¬
(a)
= min ©­«1,
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y¯i,v¯,u,k
ª®¬
=
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y¯i,v¯,u,k
, where (a) is by the fact that y¯i,v¯,u,k = x¯i,v¯×y¯i,v¯,u,k ( 1) if x¯i,v¯ = 1,
it holds; 2)if x¯i,v¯ = 0, then following (17), y¯i,v¯,u,k = 0 and thus it
holds).
We then conclude that MP-AN is equivalent to MP-A. Then
following Theorem 6, we have Theorem ?? straightly. □
7.3 Prove of Theorem 8
Proof. First, we show that the solution (y′i , xi ) satisfying the
condition in (18) is a feasible solution toMP-AN. To see this, we
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only need to check if the following constraint is satisfied
y′i,v¯,u,k ≤ xi,v¯ · pv¯,u,k · zi, v¯,u . (20)
If the corresponding λi,v¯,u,k is strictly positive, the condition in
(18) implies that
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯ × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u = 0,
and thus (y′i , xi ) satisfies (20).
Otherwise the corresponding λi,v¯,u,k = 0. Based on the condi-
tion in (18), we have that
max
(
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯ × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u, 0
)
= 0,
and consequently
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯ × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u ≤ 0. (21)
We then conclude that
(
y′i , xi
)
satisfies (20). Overall, the solution
is feasible and hence provides a lower bound for the optimal value
of the problemMP-AN, denoted as OPT , i.e.,
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
( ∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k
)
≤ OPT .
Second, we show its optimality. We look at the dual function
value of the solution (y′i , xi ).
D(λ) =
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
(
1 − λi,v¯,u,k
)
y′i,v¯,u,k
+
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
xi,v¯
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
(λi,v¯,u,k × pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u)
=
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k
−
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
λi,v¯,u,k ×
(
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u
)
=
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k .
The last equality is by the condition in (18), which implies(
y′i,v¯,u,k − xi,v¯pv¯,u,k × zi, v¯,u
)
= 0.
Then by weak duality we have
D(λ) =
N∑
i=1
∑
v¯ ∈V[τ ]
∑
u ∈V
K∑
k=1
y′i,v¯,u,k ≥ OPT . (22)
By (21) and (22),
(
y′i , xi
)
satisfying (18) is an optimal solution to
problemMP-AN. □
